
 

AUTOMATIC GATES 

UNDER GATE JACKS OR VISIBLE RAM OPERATORS? 
 

 ‘On swing gates are under-gate jack operators better than visible rams?’ Rarely! It 

depends on how far each leaf needs to open, where and what they are to be fitted to. 

 

  
 

Why? For under-gate (jack) operators to function correctly over a reasonable length of 

time, they require the right conditions and minimal abuse. Wind resistance being the most 

natural and pushing by hand, or vehicular nudging, the most manmade examples! 

 

What do you mean? ‘Jacks are usually fitted below ground level and need to be securely 

installed with adequate drainage and precise geometry. As they control the movement of 

each leaf from the pivot style of each gate, the operational loads are great. The larger the 

leaves, as well as their weight and wind resistance, the greater the forces become. 

 

  
 

I am not sure what that means to me? Well, imagine trying to open or close your front 

door by twisting the hinge pins. Now consider using the handle! The handle is set down 

the style of the door and takes far less effort. The same is said for abuse! As any 

resistance against the gate is taken at the operator fixing point and transferred directly 

back to the operator its self (often resulting in costly damage). 

 



    
 

This load transfer is highlighted during safety when the operator on a moving gate, has to 

stop and reverse without delay. The kinetic energy of a gate having to change direction 

can be much greater than the usual start-up, or slow-down forces required. The wider or 

heavier the gate, the more users or operations a system performs, the greater effect these 

forces have. 

 

   
 

The other major considerations between the two main types are easy of manual release 

and longevity of service. Under-gate units often have manual releases that corrode or 

jamb-up and, if inadequately drained, units in the ground can soon be damaged. 

 

Rams are usually securely fitted to the gate and its support structure, they require 

adequate clearance to withstanding the operational needs and forces accordingly. 

 

Jacks are capable of opening gates beyond that of a ram (about 100 degrees) and maybe 

ideal when addition leaf swing is required. 

 

   
 

Everyday people learn that a cosmetic solution, is not really as good as a reliable one! 
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